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ABSTRACT
We study multicommodity routing problems in both edge and node capacitated undirected graphs. The input to each problem is a capacitated graph \( G = (V, E) \) and a set \( T \) of node pairs. In the simplest setting, the goal is to route a unit of flow for as many pairs as possible subject to the edge (node) capacity constraints. If the flow for a routed pair is required to be along a single path, it is the well-studied disjoint paths problem. If we allow fractional routings of the flow, it is known as the all-or-nothing flow problem. The nodes in \( T \) are referred to as terminals.

In recent work [8, 9], the authors obtained the first polylogarithmic approximation algorithms for some edge routing problems. A key idea in these algorithms is to decompose an instance into a collection of instances in which the terminals are well-linked. Informally speaking, a set of nodes is well-linked in a graph if it does not have small separators. A decomposition into well-linked instances was previously achieved in [8] via Röckle’s hierarchical graph decomposition for oblivious routing [32]. In this paper, we design a simple new decomposition algorithm that is based on computing sparse cuts in a graph. Our new algorithm improves the earlier results for edge routing problems. Another important advantage of the algorithm is that it also applies to node-capacitated problems. We note that for oblivious routing with node capacities, an \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) lower bound is known on the congestion [18], and hence the oblivious routing approach cannot yield poly-logarithmic bounds for well-linked decompositions. Using the new decomposition, we obtain a poly-logarithmic approximation for the node capacitated all-or-nothing flow problem in general graphs and node-disjoint path problem in planar graphs with \( O(1) \) congestion. We also show that the flow-cut gap for product multicommodity flows in node capacitated planar graphs is \( O(1) \), improving upon the \( O(\log n) \) bound from [28].
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider several fundamental multicommodity routing problems in both edge and node capacitated undirected graphs. In each of these problems we are given a capacitated graph \( G = (V, E) \) with \( n \) nodes and \( m \) edges. We are also supplied with a set of \( k \) node-pairs \( s_1t_1, \ldots, s_kt_k \), each with a positive integer demand \( d_i \) and a positive weight \( w_i \). We call the \( s_i \)'s and \( t_i \)'s terminals and we assume without loss of generality that they are distinct. The objective is to find a largest (or maximum \( w \)-weight) routable subset \( S \) of \( \{1, 2, \ldots, k\} \), that is, the pairs in \( S \) can be simultaneously satisfying the capacity of the graph. We call such a set, routable. What distinguishes the various problems are the different constraints (edge capacities, integer routings) we place on the feasibility of a routing.

The most fundamental problem is the disjoint path problem. Here each pair has \( d_i = 1 \) and a set \( S \) is routable if \( G \) contains edge (node) disjoint paths \( P_i \), \( i \in S \), such that \( P_i \) joins \( s_i \) and \( t_i \). When pairs have different integer demands \( d_i \) and each pair has to be routed on a single path we have the unsplittable flow problem; a set \( S \) is routable if \( G \) contains paths \( P_i \), \( i \in S \), such that \( P_i \) joins \( s_i \) and \( t_i \) and \( d_i \) flow can be routed on each \( P_i \), without violating the edge (node) capacities. In the all-or-nothing flow problem, a set \( S \) is routable if there exists a multicommodity flow in \( G \) such that, for each \( i \in S \), \( d_i \) flow is routed for pair \( s_i \) and \( t_i \).

The above problems are strongly NP-hard even in planar graphs [20, 13, 30, 27]. For each of them, the strongest upper bound comes from the natural multicommodity flow relaxation. We focus on the integrality gap of this relaxation.
and the resulting approximation algorithms. We restrict attention to the unit demand version of the problems (that is, $d_t = 1$ for $1 \leq t \leq k$), namely, the disjoint path problem and the unit demand all-or-nothing flow problem. A grouping and scaling technique of Kolliopoulos and Stein [25, 10] allow us to translate, within constant factors, integrality gaps obtained for unit demand instances to arbitrary demand instances.

The best approximation ratio known for disjoint path problems is polynomial in $n$ and $m$: for edge-disjoint paths (EDP) the ratio is $O(\min\{n^{1/3}, \sqrt{m}\})$ [7] and for node-disjoint paths (NDP) the ratio is $O(\sqrt{n})$ [24, 25]. These results also establish the same upper bounds on the integrality gap of the LP. The weakness of these bounds is balanced by known integrality gaps for the LP; both EDP and NDP have an $\Omega(\sqrt{n})$ integrality gap even in planar graphs [16]. Furthermore, the unsplittable node flow problem with $d_t \in \{1, 2\}$ is NP-hard to approximate to within an $\Omega(n^{1/2+\epsilon})$ factor [17]. Recently, Andrews and Zhang obtained an $O((\log n)^{1/2+\epsilon})$ hardness of approximation for edge disjoint paths and all-or-nothing flow [4], improving upon the APX-hardness known before [16]. Chuzhoy and Khanna have further improved this to an $O((\log n)^{1/2+\epsilon})$ hardness for both edge disjoint paths and all-or-nothing flow [11]. These recent hardness results also hold for the corresponding node problems. Motivated by these negative results, the following relaxed version of the disjoint path problem is of natural interest: what is the integrality gap of the LP if two pairs can use an edge (node)? More generally, what is the integrality gap of the LP if $O(1)$ pairs can use an edge (node)? The maximum factor by which the capacity of any edge (node) is violated by the routing is referred to as the congestion of the routing. Raghavan and Thompson showed via randomized rounding [33] that an $O(1)$ approximation can be achieved even in directed graphs if $O(\log n / (\log \log n))$ congestion is allowed. With congestion $B$, an approximation ratio of $O(n^{1/B})$ is achievable [37]. However, until recently, no super constant integrality gap was known for the LP even with congestion restricted to 2. The very recent work of [11] shows that the integrality gap of the LP is at least $O(\log n)^{1/c}$ for any constant congestion $c$. Moreover, [11] also shows that the integrality gap of the LP is superconstant even when the allowed congestion is superconstant. We note here that much better approximation ratios are known for special classes of graphs such as trees, bounded degree expanders, grids and grid-like graphs [16, 26, 22, 23]. In a different direction, if restrictions are placed on both the graph and the pairs, known integral and half-integral results give good approximations, see [15, 36] for surveys of such results.

In a recent work [9], the authors obtained a poly-logarithmic upper bound on the integrality gap for the edge disjoint path problem in planar graphs with congestion 2. A key tool used in [9] is a decomposition of the given instance into well-linked instances. The notion of well-linked instances can be formulated either based on a cut or flow requirement. Roughly speaking, an instance is cut-well-linked if the terminal set $X = \{s_1, t_1, s_2, t_2, \ldots, s_k, t_k\}$ cannot be separated by small edge cuts. Note that this is a surprisingly strong property since the given instance is interested in only routing the $k$ specified pairs, while well-linkedness of the terminal set requires satisfying the cut condition for routability of any matching on $X$. We note that the notion of a well-linked set (based on the cut condition) is closely related to treewidth and plays an important role in the Graph Minors Project of Robertson and Seymour. Decomposition into well-linked instances to compute approximate solutions to routing problems was first used in the work of the authors on the (edge capacitated) all-or-nothing flow problem [8]; it was used to obtain a poly-logarithmic integrality gap and approximation. The all-or-nothing flow problem was introduced in [10]. The decomposition used in [8] relied on the powerful hierarchical graph decomposition that Räcke developed for oblivious routing [32] and subsequent improvement in the parameters of the decomposition in [9].

In this paper we make several new contributions to the above line of work, in the process clarifying and improving existing results, as well as obtaining new results for node capacitated problems that could not be obtained by ideas in previous work. Before we explain our results in detail, we briefly comment on the difficulty of working with node capacitated problems. First, as shown in [18], oblivious routing for node-capacitated graphs requires a congestion of $\Omega(\sqrt{n})$ even in planar graphs. This rules out a poly-logarithmic bound for a well-linked decomposition if we use the approach from [8]. Further, as observed also in [18], the maximum degree plays an important role in node problems. In the context of routing problems this can be seen by the fact that for edge problems we can transform the given graph to a bounded degree graph (even preserving planarity), while there is no such reduction for node capacitated problems. We obtain well-linked decompositions for node capacitated problems using a different approach. However the ratios we obtain are better for the edge problems when compared to their node counterparts mainly because of the degree reducing transformation mentioned above.

**Results:** Our main result is a new algorithm that produces a “well-linked decomposition” from a given multicommodity flow in edge-capacitated or node-capacitated undirected graphs. We also make the notion of a well-linked decomposition precise, and in particular, we introduce a weighted (or fractional) version of well-linkedness that facilitates the transformation of the original multicommodity flow. Producing a well-linked set from a fractionally well-linked set is less straightforward in the node case. We also distinguish between flow-well-linked and cut-well-linked decompositions. These two notions are approximately equivalent on any graph $G$, separated only by the product multicommodity max flow-min cut gap in $G$. However, one or the other is preferable based on the application in question. The statement of the decomposition theorem requires technical definitions that we give later.

Using our decomposition algorithm and several other ideas we obtain the following results. In the following we use $k$ to refer to the number of pairs in the given routing problem instance. All approximation bounds stated below are derived by measuring our performance against an optimal LP solution with no congestion. We note that the value of an optimum solution to the flow LP (for either edge or node problems) increases only by a factor of $B$ when a congestion of $B$ is allowed. It then follows that whenever we obtain an $\alpha$-approximation using a congestion of $B$, it is also an $(B\alpha)$-approximation with respect to the optimal solution that is allowed a congestion of $B$. In this paper $B$ will be a small constant and hence we do not explicitly state its impact on the approximation ratio. When working with
basic solutions to the LP, we can restrict our attention to the case when \( k \leq m \) and hence in the bounds below, \( \log k \) is \( O(\log n) \).

- For the edge capacitated all-or-nothing flow problem, we obtain an \( O(\log^2 k) \) approximation in general graphs and an \( O(\log k) \) approximation in planar graphs. These improve upon the earlier ratios of \( O(\log^2 n \log \log n) \) and \( O(\log^2 n \log \log n) \) respectively, obtained in [8].

- For the edge disjoint path problem in planar graphs, we obtain an \( O(\log k) \) approximation with congestion 2. This improves the \( O(\log^2 n \log \log n) \) approximation from [9].

- For the node capacitated all-or-nothing flow problem, we obtain a first poly-logarithmic approximation with congestion \((1+\epsilon)\) for any fixed \( \epsilon > 0 \). We obtain a ratio of \( O(\log^2 k \log n) \) for general graphs and \( O(\log^2 k \log n) \) for planar graphs.

- For the node disjoint path problem in planar graphs, we obtain an \( O(\log^2 k \log n) \) approximation with congestion 4.

- We show that the maxflow-mincut gap for product multicommodity flows in node capacitated planar graphs is \( O(1) \). Though an analogous result for the edge capacitated problem on planar graphs has been known for some time [21], only an \( O(\log n) \) bound was known for the node problem [28].

Our result on the flow-cut gap in node capacitated planar graphs gives an alternate \( O(1) \) approximation, albeit with a much larger constant, for the minimum quotient node cut problem in planar graphs [3]. Although our proof is similar in outline to that for the edge capacitated problem that we presented in [9], there is a crucial technical difference. In the edge capacitated problem, we can use parallel edges to reduce to unit capacity instances. However, in the node capacitated case, there is no such reduction which preserves planarity. This was the technical difficulty in generalizing the \( O(1) \) gap proof of Klein, Plotkin and Rao [21] to the node problem (see [3] for some additional discussion). Thus we need to work directly with node capacities. Our proof for the edge problem in [9] differs from the earlier maxflow-mincut gap proofs [28, 29, 6, 21] that rely on the metric induced by the dual of the flow problem. Instead of producing a cut from the dual of an optimum flow, our proof produces a flow from a given cut condition using the existence of large routing structures. This proof has sufficient flexibility to generalize to non uniform node capacities without first reducing to the unit capacity case.

### 1.1 Preliminaries

**Input Instances:** We work with a given capacitated graph \( G = (V, E, c) \) where \( c \) is an integer capacity function on edges (nodes) if we are considering an edge (node) routing problem. We let \( n = |V| \) and \( m = |E| \). Throughout, for any graph \( G \) and proper node subset \( S \subseteq V \), we denote by \( \delta_G(S) \), or simply \( \delta(S) \) if \( G \) is clear from the context, the set of edges of \( G \) with exactly one endpoint in \( S \). We denote by \( N(S) \) the set of nodes in \( V \setminus S \) that are adjacent to some node in \( S \). An instance of a routing problem consists of a capacitated graph \( G = (V, E, c) \) and a collections of pairs \( \mathcal{T} = \{s_1 t_1, s_2 t_2, \ldots, s_k t_k\} \). Nodes in \( \mathcal{T} \) are referred to as terminals. We replace each occurrence of a terminal \( v \) that participates in \( p \) pairs by new terminals \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_p \) that are each connected to \( v \) by a unit capacity edge. There is a clear 1-1 correspondence between routings in the original and the modified instances. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that each terminal has degree 1 and the pairs in \( \mathcal{T} \) form a perfect matching on the terminals. As we will see shortly, we can restrict attention to instances in which all capacities are polynomially bounded; this in turn allows us to reduce any routing problem to a unit capacity instance.

**Multicommodity Flow LP Formulation:** For the given instance with \( \mathcal{T} = \{s_1 t_1, s_2 t_2, \ldots, s_k t_k\} \), we let \( P_i \) denote the paths joining \( s_i \) and \( t_i \) in \( G \) and let \( \mathcal{P} = \cup_i P_i \). The following multicommodity flow relaxation is used to obtain an upper bound on the number of pairs from \( \mathcal{T} \) that can be routed in \( G \). For each path \( P \in \mathcal{P} \) we have a variable \( f(P) \) which is the amount of flow sent on \( P \). We let \( x_i \) denote the total flow sent on paths for pair \( i \). We let \( \bar{f} \) denote the flow vector with a component for each path \( P \), and we denote by \( \|P\| \) the value \( \sum_i x_i \). Then the LP relaxation for edge problems is the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \sum_{i=1}^k x_i \quad \text{s.t.} \\
& \sum_{P \in P_i} f(P) = 0 \quad 1 \leq i \leq k \\
& \sum_{P \in P} f(P) \leq c(e) \quad \forall e \in E \\
& x_i, f(P) \in [0, 1] \quad 1 \leq i \leq k, P \in \mathcal{P}
\end{align*}
\]

For node problems, we replace the capacity constraint by \( \sum_{P \in \mathcal{P}} f(P) \leq c(v) \quad \forall v \in V \). We let OPT denote the optimum solution value to the above relaxation. Call a path \( P \) fractionally routed if \( f(P) \in [0, 1) \), otherwise \( f(P) \in \{0, 1\} \) and \( P \) is integrally routed. If the total flow routed on integrally routed paths is more than \( \text{OPT}/2 \), then we already obtain a 2-approximation for all versions of the routing problem considered here. Thus the interesting and difficult case is when the fractionally routed paths contribute almost all the value of \( \text{OPT} \). From standard polyhedral theory the number of fractionally routed paths in a basic solution to the edge (node) LP above is at most \( m \). Therefore we can assume that \( c(e) \leq m \) for all edges and \( c(v) \leq n \) for all nodes. By making parallel copies of edges, in the following, we assume that \( G \) has only unit capacity edges. For node problems we can transform \( G \) and assume that the node capacities are 1, however the transformation does not preserve planarity. Finally, as shown by the lemma below, we can work with multicommodity flows where the flow on each path is \( \Omega(1/\log^2 n) \) large.

**Lemma 1.1.** Let \( \bar{f} \) be a feasible solution to a multicommodity flow instance. Then there is a solution \( \tilde{f} \) for the same instance such that (i) \( \|\tilde{f}\| = \Omega(1/\bar{f}) \), and (ii) there is a flow decomposition for \( \tilde{f} \) such that the flow on each flow-path is at least \( \frac{1}{\log^2 n} \) for some absolute constant \( c \). By duplicating terminals we can assume that the flow for each pair is \( \Theta(1/\log n) \) and that the number of pairs is \( \Theta(|\mathcal{T}| \log n) \).

**Proof Sketch:** Consider any pair \( s_i t_i \) with non-zero flow \( f_i \). Let \( \ell = |f_i|/\log n \). We create \( \ell \) new terminal
pairs $s_i^1 t^1, s_i^2 t^2, \ldots, s_i^r t^r$ by connecting $s_i^j$ to $s_i$ and $t^j$ to $t_i$ via single edges. We set the flow for $s_i^j t^j$ to be $1/\log n$ if $j < \ell$ and for $s_i^j t^j$ we set it to $f_i - (\ell - 1)/\log n$. Note that this flow is feasible and has exactly the same value as the original flow. This ensures that the flow for each pair is in $[0, 1/\log n]$. Further, we can recover a feasible routing of the same value for the original instance from a feasible routing for the modified instance.

Now we do a flow decomposition for the new pairs and do randomized rounding such that the flow $f(P)$ on a flow path $P$ is rounded up to $1/\log n$ with probability $f(P)/\log n$ and to 0 otherwise. In expectation the total flow remains the same. By standard Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds we can argue that, for a sufficiently large but fixed constant $c$, the probability that the flow on any edge exceeds $c$, is small. Thus we can scale down the flow on each path to $1/(c \log n)$ and not violate any capacities. Thus, the total flow is $\Omega(\sqrt{f})$ and the flow for each pair is precisely $1/(c \log n)$ and uses a single path. Hence the number of pairs is $\Theta(\sqrt{f})$. ■

**Product Multicommodity Flow, Concurrent Flow and Sparse Cuts:** A multicommodity flow instance in a capacitated graph $G = (V, E, c)$ is given by a demand vector $d$ that assigns to each pair $uv$ of nodes a non-negative value. A *product multicommodity flow* is a special case where $d$ is induced by a weight function $w : V \to \mathcal{R}^+$ on the nodes of $V$: for $uv$, $d(uw) = w(u)/w(v)$. Given a multicommodity flow instance, there are two quantities of interest to us. The maximum *concurrent flow* for the given instance is the largest $\lambda$ such that $\lambda d$ can be feasibly routed in $G$. The *sparsity* of a cut is the ratio of the capacity of the cut to the demand separated by the cut, and a sparsest cut is one that achieves the minimum sparsity among all cuts. It is easy to check that the minimum sparsity is an upper bound on the maximum concurrent flow, however the former could be strictly larger. The *maxflow-mincut gap* is the worst case ratio between these two quantities. For product multicommodity flows, this gap is at most $O(\log k)$ in general graphs for both the edge and node cases where $k$ is the number of commodities (non-zero $d(u)$ entries) [28]. In planar graphs and graphs excluding fixed minors, for the edge case, the gap is $O(1)$ [21]. Given a weight function on the nodes $w : V \to \mathcal{R}^+$, the *minimum quotient cut* is a cut that minimizes the ratio of the capacity of the cut to the node weight of the smaller side in the partition produced by the cut. The sparsity of the product multicommodity flow instance induced by $w$ is within a factor of 2 of the minimum quotient cut value for $w$. Approximation algorithms for computing sparsest cuts and minimum quotient cuts can be obtained via flow-cut gaps [28, 21, 29, 6] or via other methods that can give better bounds than the flow-cut gap [5, 31, 3].

### 1.2 Crossbars and Grid Minors

A graph $H$ is an $h$-crossbar with congestion $c$ if it contains a subset $I \subseteq V(H)$ of size $h$, called the *interface*, such that any matching on $I$ can be integral routed in $H$ with congestion $c$. We will be specifically interested in crossbars defined by grid graphs. An $r \times c$ grid is a graph $G_{r,c}$ with $rc$ nodes $\{(i, j) : i = 1, \ldots, r; j = 1, \ldots, c\}$ and with edge set $(u_{i,j}, R_i) \cup (u_{i,j}, C_j)$, where $R_i$ and $C_j$ denote the row $i$ edges and column $j$ edges respectively. These latter sets are defined as follows: $R_i = \{(i, j) : i = 1, \ldots, r; j = 1, \ldots, c\}$ and $C_j = \{(i, j) : i = 1, \ldots, r; i = 1, \ldots, c\}$. We call the nodes in row 1 the *interface of the grid*. If $r = c$ then we also call $G_{r,c}$ an $r$-grid or grid of order $r$. It can be verified that a $h$-grid with row 1 as the interface is an $h$-crossbar with congestion 1 for edge problems and with congestion 2 for node problems.

Our routing algorithms use *grid minors* as opposed to grids. A *minor* in a graph $G$ is a pair $(H, \Phi)$ where $H$ is a graph, and $\Phi$ is a mapping from $V(H)$ to subsets of $V(G)$, such that (i) $\Phi(u) \cap \Phi(v) = \emptyset$ if $u \neq v$, (ii) $\Phi(u)$ induces a connected subgraph in $G$ for each $u$, and (iii) $(u, v) \in E(H)$ only if there is an edge between nodes $\Phi(u)$ and $\Phi(v)$ in $G$. Due to the correspondence above, we may speak of edges in $H$ as being edges of $G$ as well; if the context is clear, we denote by $H_s$ the set of nodes $\Phi(v)$. If the graph $H$ above is an $h$-grid, then we refer to it as an $h$-$\alpha$-grid-minor. It can be verified that if $G$ contains an $h$-grid-minor then it contains an $h$-crossbar with congestion 2 for both edge and node problems.

Finally, for an edge problem, we can transform in polynomial-time, any given instance with unit capacity edges into an instance with maximum degree 4. This reduction also preserves planarity. The transformation is done by replacing each node $v$ of degree $d(v)$ by a grid of order $h := d(v) + 2$. This is referred to as the *grid expansion* and we refer the reader, for instance, to [9] for details.

### 1.3 Flow and Cut Well-linked Sets

We work with two notions of well-linked sets, one based on flows and another based on cuts. In our algorithms, we need to work with fractional versions of these concepts; we define these terms for both edge and node problems.

Given a non-negative weight function $\pi : X \to \mathcal{R}^+$ on a set $X$ of nodes, we say that $X$ is $\beta$-flow-linked in $G$ if there is a feasible multicommodity flow (node or edge-capacitated accordingly) for the problem with demand $\pi(u)\pi(v)/\pi(X)$ between every unordered pair of terminals $u, v \in X$. Note that this is a product multicommodity flow with $w(u) = \pi(u)/\sqrt{\pi(X)}$. For an edge problem, a set $X$ is $\beta$-cut-linked in $G$ if $|\{S \subseteq X : \pi(S) \leq \beta \pi(X)\}| \leq \beta \pi(X)/2$. For a node problem, a set $X$ is $\beta$-node-cut-linked (or $\beta$-cut-linked if the context is clear) in $G$ if $|\{S \subseteq X : \pi(S) \leq \beta \pi(X)\}| \leq \beta \pi(X)/2$, where $N(S)$ is the set of nodes in $V \setminus S$ that are adjacent to a node in $S$. When the context is clear, we do not explicitly include a reference to the edge or node problems. It can be checked easily that if a set $X$ is $\beta$-linked in $G$, then it is $\beta/2$-cut-linked. The converse relationship is weaker; if $X$ is $\beta$-cut-linked, then it is $\beta/3$-flow-linked where $\beta$ is the worst-case mincut-maxflow gap on product multicommodity flow instances on $G$.

It is sometimes useful to work with “uniformly” linked instances. To this end, if the function $\pi(u) = \alpha$ for all $u \in X$, we say that $X$ is $\alpha$-flow (or $\alpha$-cut)-linked. Note that 1-cut-linked sets have been well-studied and are also called well-linked. As a conversational device, we abuse terminology and refer to a set of terminals as being “well-linked” if it is $c$-flow-linked or $c$-cut-linked for some global constant $c$ (which we do not specify ahead of time).

The importance of such linked instances is that they form “fractional” crossbars with low congestion for their terminals. This is captured by the following.

**Proposition 1.2.** Given a subset $X \subseteq V$ of nodes that is $\alpha$-flow-linked in $G$, any matching on $X$ can be fractionally routed with congestion $2/\alpha$. 

Throughout the rest of the paper, when working with well-linked sets, we will implicitly assume that the weight of any node is at most 1.

2. MULTICOMMODITY FLOWS TO SETS OF WELL-LINKED TERMINALS

Using Proposition 1.2, if a set of terminals $X$ is $\alpha$-flow-linked, then $\Omega(|q(X)|)$ flow can be routed for any matching $q$ on $X$. The goal of this section is to present algorithms that establish a converse relationship: given an arbitrary multicommodity flow vector $\bar{f}$ for a routing problem, we can recover a collection of well-linked terminal sets of weight $\Omega(|\bar{f}|/\text{polylog}(n))$ from them.

The transformation from multicommodity flows to sets of well-linked terminals proceeds in two steps. The first step of the transformation is to partition the input graph into a collection of node-disjoint subgraphs such that each subgraph contains a $\pi$-flow-linked or a $\pi$-cut-linked set of terminals. The second step of the transformation uses a clustering procedure that maps a $\pi$-flow-linked set of terminals to a (smaller) subset of terminals that is $1/2$-flow-linked. In what follows, we first present algorithms for converting arbitrary flows to $\pi$-flow-linked terminals, and then show how to recover $\Omega(1)$-flow-linked terminals from them.

2.1 Multicommodity Flows to $\pi$-flow-linked Terminals

We first present a transformation for creating a collection of flow-linked sets. We discuss another similar decomposition for cut-linked sets at the end of this section.

**Theorem 2.1.** Let $\text{OPT}$ be a solution to the LP for a given instance $(G, T)$ of EDP (NDP) in a graph $G$. Let $\beta(G) \geq 1$ be an upper bound on the worst case mincut-maxflow gap for edge (node) product multicommodity flow problems in $G$. Then there is a partition of $G$ into node-disjoint induced subgraphs $G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_i$ and weight function $\bar{\pi} : V(G_i) \rightarrow T^+$ with the following properties. Let $T_i$ be the induced pairs of $T$ in $G_i$ and let $X_i$ be the set of terminals of $T_i$.

1. $\bar{\pi}_i(u) = \bar{\pi}_i(v)$ for $u \in X_i$.
2. $X_i$ is $\pi$-flow-linked in $G_i$.
3. $\sum_{i=1}^{l} \bar{\pi}_i(X_i) = \Omega(\text{OPT} / (\beta(G) \cdot \text{log OPT}))$.

Moreover, such a partition is computable in polynomial time if there is a polynomial time algorithm for computing a cut of value $\beta(G)$ times the maxflow.

**Proof.** We give a proof only for the edge case. A similar proof works for the node case by considering node cuts instead of edge cuts. Recall that all source and sink nodes are distinct, and let the set of all source and sink nodes be denoted by $X$. We start with a multicommodity flow $\bar{f}$ for $X$ in $G$ with total flow value $\gamma(G) = \text{OPT}$. We view the flow for each pair as being decomposed into flow paths. Given a node-induced subgraph $H = (V(H), E(H))$ of $G$, we let $\gamma(H)$ be the total flow induced in $H$ by the original flow $\bar{f}$. In other words, $\gamma(H)$ counts flow only on flow paths from the original flow path decomposition that are completely contained in $H$. We stress that the initial flow path decomposition determines $\gamma(H)$ for all subgraphs $H$. Given a node $u \in X \cap V(H)$ we let $\gamma(u, H)$ denote the flow in $H$ for $u$.

By definition, $\gamma(H) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u \in V(H)} \gamma(u, H)$.

We use $\beta$ as a shortcut for $\beta(G)$. We now describe a recursive partitioning scheme for constructing the sets $X_i$ and graphs $G_i$. Let $\text{OPT}$ denote the value of starting flow and hence it is fixed in the procedure below.

**Decomposition Algorithm:**

**Input:** subgraph $H$.

**Output:** node-induced subgraph partition of $H$ into $H_1, H_2, \ldots$ with associated weight functions $\bar{\pi}_1, \bar{\pi}_2, \ldots$.

1. Suppose $0 < \gamma(H) \leq \beta \cdot \text{OPT}$. Let $w$ be some pair with positive flow in $H$. Define $\bar{\pi}$ on $V(H)$ by $\bar{\pi}(u) = \bar{\pi}(v) = 1$ and $\bar{\pi}(y) = 0$ for $y \neq u, v$. Stop and output $H$ along with $\bar{\pi}$.

2. Suppose that $\gamma(H) > \beta \cdot \text{OPT}$. Construct an instance of a product multicommodity flow problem on $G$ with marginals $w(v) = \gamma(u, H) / \sqrt{\gamma(H)}$ for $v \in V$. Let $\lambda$ be the maximum concurrent flow for this instance.

   (a) If $\lambda \geq 1 / (10 \beta \cdot \text{OPT})$, stop the recursive procedure. Let $\bar{\pi}(u) = \gamma(u, H) / (10 \beta \cdot \text{OPT})$. Output $H$ and $\bar{\pi}$.

   (b) Else, find a cut $S$ such that $|\delta(S)| \leq \beta \lambda w(S)(V \setminus S)$. Recurse on the induced graphs $H[S]$ and $H[V \setminus S]$.

We next prove that the algorithm above has the desired properties. The first two properties in Theorem 2.1 are easy to check as they are enforced in the two terminating steps (Steps 1 and 2a).

We now prove the last and key property. The partitioning procedure naturally defines a recursion tree. The leaves of the tree are the graphs where we stop the recursion either because the flow is sufficiently small or the concurrent flow for the product multicommodity flow that we set up is large enough. Let $G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_i$ be the subgraphs produced by the decomposition. From the terminating conditions it follows that $\bar{\pi}(G_i) \geq \gamma(G_i) / (10 \beta \cdot \text{OPT})$. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that $\sum_{i=1}^{l} \gamma(G_i) \geq \gamma(G) / 2$. We instead show that the flow lost in all the recursive steps is at most $\gamma(G) / 2$. The flow lost is upper bounded by the total number of edges that are cut in the partitioning process.

**Lemma 2.2.** In the recursive step, the number of edges cut is at most $\frac{1}{10 \beta \cdot \text{OPT}} \sum_{u \in S} \gamma(u, H)$.

**Proof.** We have that $|\delta(S)| \leq \beta \lambda w(S)(V \setminus S)$. From the definition of $w$, $w(S)(V \setminus S) \leq \sum_{u \in S} \gamma(u, H)$. Therefore $|\delta(S)| \leq \beta \lambda \sum_{u \in S} \gamma(u, H) / (10 \beta \cdot \text{OPT}) \sum_{u \in S} \gamma(u, H)$.

Let $\epsilon = \left(\sum_{u \in S} \gamma(u, H) / 2 \gamma(H)\right)$. Since the total flow $\gamma(H)$ is at least half of $\sum_{u \in S} \gamma(u, H) + \sum_{u \in V \setminus S} \gamma(u, H)$, without loss of generality $\epsilon \leq 1 / 2$, otherwise we can work with $V \setminus S$. Let $L(a)$ denote the number of edges cut in the decomposition process when starting with a graph $G$ with total flow $a$. Thus we can write a recursion for the total number of edges cut as

$$L(a) \leq L(\epsilon a) + L(\epsilon a + a / (5 \beta \cdot \text{OPT})).$$

For $a \leq \text{OPT}$, it can be checked that $L(a) \leq a \log a / (2 \beta \cdot \text{OPT})$ satisfies the above recursion. Therefore $L(\text{OPT}) \leq \text{OPT} / 2$ and hence the total lost flow is at most $\text{OPT} / 2$. 

\[ \blacksquare \]
For edge problems, \( \beta(G) = O(\log k) \) for general graphs [28] and \( \beta(G) = O(1) \) for planar graphs [21]. For node problems \( \beta(G) = O(\log k) \) for general graphs [28] and for planar graphs this paper proves that the gap is \( O(1) \) (see Theorem 4.4). A similar decomposition also works to obtain cut-linked sets, based on the approximation ratio for the minimum quotient cut.

**Theorem 2.3.** Let \( \text{OPT} \) be a solution to the LP for a given instance \((G, T)\) of EDP (NDP) in a graph \( G \). Let \( \beta(G) \geq 1 \) be an upper bound on the approximation ratio of a polynomial time algorithm for the minimum quotient edge (node) cut problem in \( G \). Then there is a polynomial time algorithm that partitions \( G \) into node-disjoint induced subgraphs \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_t \) and to each \( G_i \) assigns a weight function \( \pi_i : V(G_i) \to \mathbb{R}_+^+ \) with the following properties. Let \( T_i \) be the induced pairs of \( T \) in \( G_i \) and let \( X_i \) be the set of terminals of \( T_i \).

1. \( \pi_i(u) = \pi_i(v) \) for \( uv \in T_i \).
2. \( X_i \) is a \( \pi_i \)-cut-linked in \( G_i \).
3. \( \sum_{i=1}^t \pi_i(X_i) = \Omega(\text{OPT} / (\beta(G) \log \text{OPT})) \).

For general graphs \( \beta(G) = O(\log k) \) [28] which has been improved to \( O(\log n) \) for the edge case [5] and extended to the node case in [1, 14]. For planar graphs \( \beta(G) = O(1) \) for both edge [34, 31] and node case [3].

**Remark 2.4.** In order to apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 to node problems we need an extra technical condition: for \( i = 1, \ldots, t \), \( \min_{x \in X_i} \pi_i(x) > 0 \pi_i(u) \geq \pi_G(u) \frac{\alpha}{\beta(G) \log n \log \text{OPT}} \) for some absolute constant \( \alpha \). One checks that this can be achieved as long as we start with a multicommodity flow where the flow on each path is large enough. Such a flow exists by Lemma 1.1. Thus we obtain an \( \alpha \)-node-linked instance with \( \alpha = \Theta(\frac{1}{(1/\beta(G) \log n \log \text{OPT})}) \) and the total number of terminals in the decomposition is \( \Omega(\log n \cdot \text{OPT}) \).

### 2.2 \( \pi \)-Flow-linked to Well-linked Terminals

The main idea underlying this transformation is to consolidate terminals into connected clusters such that each cluster has \( \Omega(1) \) units of flow originating from it. We can then choose one of the terminals in a cluster as its representative. This idea was used in [8] for edge problems. We establish an analogous result for node problems in this subsection.

We use the clustering scheme of [8] where we choose an arbitrary rooted spanning tree of the graph and partition the tree into edge-disjoint subgraphs of \( \pi \)-weight \( \Theta(1) \) each in a bottom-up manner. We obtain the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.5.** ([8]). If \( X \) is a \( \pi \)-flow-linked in \( G \), then there is a subset \( X' \subseteq X \) such that \( X' \) is a \( \frac{1}{\pi} \)-flow-linked in \( G \) and \( |X'| = \Omega(\pi(X)) \).

For the node case, we again work with a spanning tree or a spanning forest. But the clustering scheme for node problems turns out to be somewhat more difficult than for the edge problems in that the degree of the nodes in the spanning forest plays an important role. In the edge case, the partitioning of the tree implicitly uses the reduction to the bounded degree case. We need the following two lemmas that establish existence of low degree spanning forests where each tree contains sufficiently large weight. For node problems, we do not normally start with a \( \pi \)-flow-linked set, but rather we use a uniformly linked set, as is guaranteed by Remark 2.4. Thus in the following we assume that we have \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked sets.

**Lemma 2.6.** If \( X \) is a \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked in \( G \), then there is a tree \( T \) in \( G \) of maximum degree \( O(\frac{1}{\alpha} \log n) \) that spans \( X \).

**Proof.** Let \( k = |X| \). Let \( M \) be any matching on \( X \). \( M \) induces a multicommodity flow instance with \( d(u, v) = 1 \) if \( uv \in M \). Since \( X \) is a \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked, there is a feasible solution to this multicommodity flow instance in \( G \) with node congestion \( O(1/\alpha) \). By standard randomized rounding, \( M \) can be integral routed with node congestion \( O(\frac{1}{\alpha} \log n) \). Let \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k \) be the nodes of \( X \). Let \( M_1 \) be the matching on \( X \) given by the pairs \( v_1 v_2, v_3 v_4, \ldots, v_{k-1} v_k \) and let \( M_2 \) be the matching on \( X \) given by the pairs \( v_2 v_3, v_4 v_5, \ldots, v_k v_1 \). Both \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) can be routed integrally with node congestion \( O(\frac{1}{\alpha} \log n) \) and hence the union of these two routings gives a subgraph of \( G \) in which \( X \) is connected and degree is \( O(\frac{1}{\alpha} \log n) \). \( \square \)

In the above proof we can replace \( \log n \) by \( \log n / \log \log n \). An alternate clustering that avoids the dependence on \( n \) can be obtained by the following result.

**Lemma 2.7.** If \( X \) is an \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked in \( G \), then for any \( h \geq 2 \) there is a forest \( F \) in \( G \) of maximum degree \( O(\frac{1}{\alpha} \log h) \) such that each tree in \( F \) spans at least \( h \) nodes from \( X \).

**Proof.** If \( X \) is an \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked, given any two sets \( Y, Z \) such that \( |Y| = |Z| \leq |X| / 2 \), there exist paths from \( Y \) to \( Z \) such that each node in \( Y \cup Z \) is an end point of exactly one of these paths and such that the number of paths through any node is \( O(1/\alpha) \). We use this fact to find the required \( F \). Start with a partition of \( X \) into equal sized sets \( Y, Z \). By connecting \( Y \) to \( Z \) we obtain connected components that contain at least 2 nodes of \( X \). We pick representative nodes from each of the components and connect them up again. After \( i \) iterations, each connected component has at least 2\(^i \) nodes from \( X \). Hence, after \( \lceil \log 1/\alpha \rceil \) iterations, each connected component has at least \( 1/\alpha \) nodes from \( X \). In each iteration the number of paths using a node can increase by \( O(1/\alpha) \), hence the degree at the end of \( \lceil \log 1/\alpha \rceil \) iterations is \( O(1/\alpha \log 1/\alpha) \). \( \square \)

**Theorem 2.8.** For \( \alpha \leq 1 \), if \( X \) is an \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked in \( G \) then there is a subset \( X' \subseteq X \) such that \( X' \) is a \( \frac{1}{\alpha} \)-node-flow-linked in \( G \) and \( |X'| = \Omega(\alpha |X|) \) where \( \gamma = \max \left( \frac{1}{\alpha \log n}, 1 \right) \).

**Proof.** Let \( F \) be a forest spanning \( X \) with maximum degree \( \Delta \) such that each connected component of \( F \) contains at least \( \lceil 2/\alpha \rceil \) nodes from \( X \). We can break up \( F \) into node disjoint subforests \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_t \) such that each \( T_i \) contains between \( \lceil 2/\alpha \rceil \) and \( \lceil 2\Delta/\alpha \rceil \) nodes from \( X \). Hence \( t = \Omega(\alpha |X|/\Delta) \). From each \( T_i \) we pick one arbitrary node of \( X \cap T_i \) to form our set \( X' \). By construction \( |X'| = \ell = \Omega(\alpha |X|/\Delta) \). With each \( u \in X' \) we associate the tree \( T(u) \) from which \( u \) was chosen. From \( T(u) \) we pick a set of \( \lceil 2/\alpha \rceil \) nodes \( X(u) \subseteq X \) arbitrarily. Note that for \( u \neq v \), \( X(u) \cap X(v) = \emptyset \). We claim that \( X' \) is a \( \alpha \)-node-flow-linked. It is sufficient to show that we can route any matching \( M' \) on
X‘ with congestion 2. Let w ∈ M‘. The node u sends one unit of flow on T(u) to X(u) by sending 1/(2/α) amount to each w ∈ X(u). We then create an arbitrary bipartite matching M between X(u) and X(v) for each such w ∈ M‘. Thus M is a partial matching on X. By Proposition 1.2, M can be routed using congestion 2/α in G, so we can route 1/(2/α)-flow for M using congestion 1. Composing this routing of M with the distribution of flow on the T(u)‘s described above, we see that M‘ can be routed with congestion 2.

3. EDGE CAPACITATED PROBLEMS

The following theorem appears in [8].

Theorem 3.1 ([8]). For α ≤ 1, if X is an edge-flow-linked in G then for any matching M on X, there is a polynomial time algorithm to route one unit of flow for Ω(α|M|) pairs in M.

Using Theorem 2.1 and the above we obtain the following.

Theorem 3.2. There is an O(log^2 k) approximation algorithm for the edge capacitated all-or-nothing flow problem in undirected graphs and an O(log k) approximation in undirected planar graphs.

Using results from [9] and Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following.

Theorem 3.3. There is an O(log k) approximation algorithm for the edge-disjoint path problem in planar graphs with congestion 2.

4. NODE CAPACITATED PROBLEMS

4.1 All-or-Nothing Node Flow

Theorem 4.1. For any fixed ε ∈ (0, 1], given any matching M on an α-flow-linked set X, we can fractionally route Ω(αε|X|) pairs from M with node congestion (1 + ε); here γ = max{1/(1/α + log n)−1, 1/α + 1}. In particular, if X is Ω(1/(log^2 k log n)) flow-linked, then Ω(|X|/log^2 k log n) pairs from M can be routed.

Proof. We follow the proof idea of Theorem 2.8. The main difference is that instead of choosing the set X‘ arbitrarily from the node disjoint subtrees (clusters) T₁, T₂, . . . , Tₙ, we use the matching M to guide its selection. As before let d be the maximum degree of nodes in the trees. Start with an arbitrary pair w ∈ M. We mark the trees T(u) and T(v) and remove all pairs from M that contain nodes in T(u) or T(v). We add the pair to M‘ which is initially empty. While there are pairs left in M we pick another pair and repeat the procedure above. It is easy to see that each pair that we add to M‘ kills at most 2d/α pairs in M. Hence |M‘| = Ω(α|M|/d). Call a pair w ∈ M‘ unsplitted if T(u) = T(v). Otherwise, it is split. If the number of unsplitted pairs is at least half the number of pairs in M‘ we can route them by node disjoint paths and we are done. Otherwise, the set of terminals of split pairs lie in different subtrees, and we can route them by distributing their flow through the cluster. This results in an overall congestion of 2, one for distributing the flow inside the cluster, and another for routing the flow among clusters. We can obtain congestion (1 + ε) by using node disjoint trees of size at least [2/(εα)] instead of [2/α]. ■

Theorem 4.2. There is an O((log^4 k log n)) approximation algorithm for the all-or-nothing node flow problem with congestion (1 + ε). The ratio improves to O((log^2 k log n)) for planar graphs.

Proof Sketch: Starting from an arbitrary multicommodity flow, Theorem 2.1 guarantees η-flow-linked terminal sets. To apply Theorem 4.1, we need the refinement of Theorem 2.1 stated in Remark 2.4 from which we obtain a decomposition into instances in which terminals are Θ(1/(log^2 k log n))-flow-linked. Let (Gᵢ, Tᵢ) be an instance in the decomposition with Xᵢ the terminal set for Tᵢ. Applying Theorem 4.1 to (Gᵢ, Tᵢ) we can route Ω(|Xᵢ|/log^2 k log n) pairs from Tᵢ in Gᵢ. From Remark 2.4, the total number of terminals in the decomposition, that is |X| = Ω(log n), is Ω(log n). Hence the total number of pairs that are routed is Ω(1/(log^2 k log n)). To obtain the ratio for planar graphs we need use the improved flow-cut gap that we show in this paper (see Theorem 4.4).■

4.2 Node Disjoint Paths in Planar Graphs

In this section we prove the following.

Theorem 4.3. There is an O(log^2 k log n) approximation algorithm for the node-disjoint path problem in planar graphs with congestion 4.

The overall framework is similar to that in [9] for the edge case. There are however two subtleties in the node case that we discuss briefly. First, as we mentioned earlier (see Remark 2.4), in the node case, we need to preprocess the LP solution using Lemma 1.1 before using the decomposition procedure. Lemma 1.1 produces a new instance and a corresponding LP solution of value Θ(opt) and with Θ(opt log n) pairs; opt refers to the value of the LP solution to the original instance. The second issue is whether to use the flow-linked decomposition from Theorem 2.1 or the cut-linked decomposition from Theorem 2.3. The reason to distinguish between the two is that in node capacitated planar graphs, the previously known bound on the flow-cut gap is O(log n) [28] while the approximation ratio for finding minimum quotient cuts is O(1) [3]. In this paper we are able to improve the flow-cut gap to O(1); however, as we do not provide all the details for this improvement, we use the decomposition guaranteed by Theorem 2.3.

Now we describe details of the algorithm. In the first phase of the algorithm, we solve the flow LP for the given instance and pre-process it as described in Lemma 1.1. Then we apply the decomposition algorithm given in Theorem 2.3 to obtain a collection of cut-linked instances. In the decomposition we use an O(1)-approximation algorithm for minimum quotient node cuts [3]. From Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4, with α = Θ(1/(log n log k)) and δ(G) = O(1), it follows that we find a collection of α-node-cut-linked instances such that there remain Ω(opt log n) pairs amongst these instances. In the second phase of the algorithm, we
show that given any $\alpha$-node-cut-linked instance with say $k'$ pairs, we may route $\Omega(\alpha^2k')$ pairs by node-disjoint paths with constant congestion.

We now describe this second phase. It is based on taking any $\alpha$-node-cut-linked instance (for any $\alpha \leq 1$) and producing a large minor which can then use to route the terminals. We note that if $\alpha = \Omega(1)$, we can then actually route any constant fraction of the pairs. This gives us the following result.

**Theorem 4.4.** The flow-cut gap for product multicommodity flow in node capacitated planar graphs is $O(1)$.

We now return to the proofs. The following is the main technical result we need to prove Theorem 4.3. It applies to planar graphs with unit node capacities. A capacitated version of this result is needed to obtain Theorem 4.4 and to generalize Theorem 4.3 to the capacitated case; we defer the details to the full version.

**Theorem 4.5.** Let $\alpha \leq 1$ and $X$ be a $\alpha$-node-cut-linked set in a planar graph $G$. Then there is a grid minor $H$ in $G$ of size $h = \Omega(\alpha|X|)$ such that $h$ nodes of $X$ can route to the interface of $H$ with node-disjoint paths. Moreover, we may compute such a minor in polynomial time.

We remark that one approach to finding such a large grid is to first deduce that the existence of an $\alpha$-node-cut-linked $X$ implies that $G$ has treewidth $\Omega(\alpha|X|)$ and then apply the following result of Robertson, Seymour and Thomas [33]; every planar graph of treewidth at least $6\alpha - 4$ has a grid minor of size $g$. In [9], such a grid minor is constructed in poly-time, and moreover it was shown that if $X$ is edge-cut-linked and cannot route a large fraction to the grid minor, then there is an edge that can be deleted while maintaining that $X$ is edge-cut-linked. This gives an indirect way to find a grid minor that can be reached by a large fraction of $X$ by disjoint paths. Subsequently, Paul Seymour pointed out to the authors that these deletable edge computations should be avoidable by ensuring at the outset that one chooses a grid to which a large fraction of $X$ can be routed. The proof below adapts the scheme in [35] for finding a grid minor. We mention that other adaptations to produce related results were given also in [2, 23].

We start with an easy but useful fact.

**Proposition 4.6.** For $\alpha \leq 1$, if $X$ is $\alpha$-node-cut-linked in $G$, then, for any $Y \subset V(G)$ such that $|Y| < \alpha|X|/4$, $G - Y$ contains a connected component $D$ such that $|D \cap X| > |X|/2$.

**Proof.** Let $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_l$ be the node sets of the connected components of $G - Y$ in increasing order according to size. If $l = 1$ we are done, so assume that $l \geq 2$. Let $j$ be the smallest index such that $|X|/4 \leq \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} |S_i \cap X|$. If $j = l$, then $S_l$ yields the desired component. Otherwise either $S_j$ or $\cup_{i=1}^{j-1} S_i$ is a set $Z$ with $|X|/4 \leq |Z \cap X| \leq |X|/2$. But then $|N(Z)| \leq |Y| < \alpha|X|/4$ contradicting the $\alpha$-cut-linkedinness of $X$. \□

**Proof of Theorem 4.5:** We assume that we have some fixed embedding of $G$ on the sphere and that $X$ is $\alpha$-node-cut-linked in $G$ with $k = |X|$. We also fix some point $\tau$ of the sphere. A $G$-curve is a simple curve in the plane, whose image only intersects the embedding of $G$ at nodes. If the image of its “beginning” and “endpoints” are the same, then we call such a closed simple curve a $G$-contour, or just a contour. The length of a $G$-curve $C$, denoted by $\lambda(C)$, is the number of nodes of $G$ whose embedding is contained in the image of the curve. (In the following, we abuse terminology and do not differentiate between nodes, edges, and their images in the embedding.) We call a $G$-contour short if its image does not contain $\tau$ and its length is at most $\beta := [\alpha k/8]$. For any short contour $C$, removing its image from the sphere produces two open regions (disks). We let $\ins(C)$ (respectively $\ext(C)$) denote the region not containing $\tau$ (respectively containing $\tau$). Without loss of generality, there is a $G$-contour $C$ whose length is $0$ and whose interior contains the embedding of $G$. We seek contours whose interior contains at least $k/2$ nodes of $X$; call such a contour fat. In the following, we make use of the simple observation below.

**Proposition 4.7.** If $S \subset V(G)$ contains more than $k/8$ nodes of $X$ and $|N_G(S)| \leq \beta$, then $S$ contains at least $k/2$ nodes of $X$. In particular, any short contour whose interior contains more than $k/8$ nodes of $X$ is fat.

Indeed, if $k/8 < |S \cap X| \leq k/2$, by $\alpha$-node-cut-linkedinness of $X$, $|N_G(S)| > [\alpha k/8] \geq \beta$.

Let $C$ be a short, fat contour. If $C$ has length strictly less than $\beta$ we may obtain a longer such contour by repeatedly applying one of two operations. The first shifts the curve over an edge. This decreases by 1, the number of edges in the interior. The second nudges the curve into a new node, thus increasing its length by one – see Figure 1. If this operation creates a non-simple closed curve, then we created two more short contours, one of whose interior contains at least $k/4$ nodes of $X$. Hence by Proposition 4.7 it must be fat. We may then work with this new contour (whose closed interior contains at least 1 less node). If nudging does not create a non-simple closed curve, then the new contour has at most one less node of $X$ in its interior. Hence by Proposition 4.7, the new contour is again fat. Therefore after at most $|E| + |V|$ shifts, we obtain a short, fat contour whose length is exactly $\beta$.

![Figure 1: Shifting the curve.](image-url)

Given a short contour $C'$, we call a simple non-closed curve $J$ a cut of $C'$ if its image is contained in the closed interior of $C'$ and whose image only intersects $C'$ at the endpoints of $J$, and these correspond to distinct nodes $a, b$ of $G$. Let $U_1, U_2$ denote the two subcurves of $C'$ joining $a, b$. We call $J$ a shortcut of $C'$ if the length of $J$ is less than the minimum of the lengths of the $U_1$ and $U_2$. Note that if $J$ is a shortcut, then each of the two contours, $C_1$ and $C_2$, formed respectively from $U_1, U_2$ and $J$, has length
at most $\beta - 1$. Since $ins(C')$ contains at least $k/2$ nodes of $X$, the interior of at least one of these two contours, say $C_1$, contains at least $(k/2 - \beta/2)/2 > k/8$ nodes. Hence by Proposition 4.7, $ins(C_1)$ contains at least $k/2$ terminals. Thus we may work with this new short contour whose closed interior contains at least one less node of $G$. Note that we can check for the existence of a shortcut by a shortest path computation.

Thus, by the shifting process and the shortcut process, we may find, in polynomial time, a contour $C'$ of length exactly $\beta$ with no shortcuts, that contains at least $k/2$ terminals in its proper interior. Let $S$ be the set of nodes in the interior of $C'$ and $S'$ be the set of nodes on $C'$.

Let $G'$ denote the subgraph of $G$ induced by $S \cup S'$. Let $X' = S \cap X$. We check if there are $\beta$ node disjoint paths from $X'$ to $S'$ in $G'$. We check this via Menger’s Theorem for node disjoint paths in the graph $G'$ obtained from $G'$ by adding two new nodes $s, t$, where $s$ is adjacent to each node of $X'$ and $t$ to each node of $S'$. If the maximum number of internally-disjoint $s - t$ paths is strictly less than $\beta$, then there is a subset $F$ of nodes such that $|F| < \beta$ and where $s, t$ lie in distinct components of $G' - F$. It follows that $F$ separates $X'$ from $S'$ in $G'$. By Proposition 4.6, some component $R$ of $G - F$ contains more than $k/2$ nodes. Since $|X'| \geq k/2$, $R$ must contain some node of $X'$. Note that $R$ is also a component of $G' - F$ since otherwise it would contain a node of $S'$, and hence $s, t$ are not disconnected in $G' - F$.

It now follows that there is a $G'$-contour $C''$ which traverses precisely the nodes $L := N_{G'}(R)$ and whose interior contains $R$. If we choose $F$ to be minimal, then in fact the contour can be chosen so that its closure contains exactly the embedding of the graph $G'[L \cup R]$. $C''$ may be chosen to also be a $G$-contour whose interior is contained in that of $C'$. Since $L \subseteq F$, $|L| < \beta$, and since $len(C) = \beta$ we thus have a short fat contour $C''$ for which at least one node on $C'$ lies in $extr(C'')$. We may thus continue the process with this smaller contour, and start shortening and shortcutting once again. Eventually we find a short fat contour $C''$ such that $\beta$ nodes of $X$ can route on disjoint paths to the $\beta$ nodes on $C''$.

Starting with $C''$, we now follow the same argument as used in [35] for finding a grid minor. In particular, since $C''$ has no shortcuts, we have that for any two equal-sized disjoint subsets of nodes $B_1, B_2$ on $C'$, $G'$ contains $|B_1|$ node-disjoint paths each joining a node of $B_1$ to a node of $B_2$. We now produce a $\gamma$-grid minor for $\gamma = \lfloor \beta/4 \rfloor$ as follows. Order the nodes on $C''$ as $v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_\gamma$ in clockwise order. Partition these into $4$ chunks of size $\gamma$: $B_i = \{v_j : i\gamma + 1 \leq j \leq (i + 1)\gamma\}$ for $i = 0, 1, 2, 3$. We now find $\gamma$ paths connecting the nodes of $B_i$ to the nodes of $B_{i+1}$. By planarity we actually have that node $v_1$ is connected to node $v_{\gamma+i}$ for each $i$ (where $s = 2\gamma$). Then we find $\gamma$ paths joining the nodes of $B_3$ to the nodes of $B_1$. Clearly the combined collection of $\gamma$ paths yields the desired grid minor of size $\lfloor \beta/4 \rfloor \geq \alpha k/2 \geq 2$. We can arbitrarily choose $B_1$ to be the interface of the grid minor. We have also seen that $X$ has $\beta$ node disjoint paths to the boundary $S'$ of $C''$, and since $|S'| = \beta$ we have that $X$ has $|B_1|$ node-disjoint paths to $B_1$ which is the interface of the grid minor.

We now apply this result to obtain the following which then implies Theorem 4.3.

**Theorem 4.8.** Let $G$ be a planar graph and $X$ an $\alpha$-node-cut-linked set in $G$. Given a matching $M$ on $X$, $\Omega(\alpha^2 |M|)$ pairs in $M$ can be routed via paths such that at most $4$ of these paths intersect any node in $G$.

**Proof.** From Theorem 4.5, there is a grid minor $H$ in $G$ of size $h = \Omega(\alpha^2 |X|)$ and subset $X' \subseteq X$ such that $|X'| = h$ and $X'$ can be routed via node-disjoint paths to the interface $I$ of $H$. Let $X''$ denote those terminals whose paths terminate at the “odd” nodes of the interface: so $|X''| = |X'| - 1/2$. Let $Y$ denote the mates of $X''$ under $M$. Note that by cut-linkedness of $X$, there exists at least $\alpha |Y|/2$ node-disjoint paths from $Y$ to $X''$. These paths can be further extended to reach the interface $I$ using the paths from $X''$ to $I$ and giving congestion at most $2$ on each node. Thus by Menger’s Theorem, there exist $\alpha |Y|/2$ node-disjoint paths from $Y$ to $I$. Moreover, we can assume that the endpoints of these paths are the “even” nodes of $I$, by possibly adding an extra edge at the end of a path. Let $Y'$ denote the endpoints of these paths, and let $Z$ be their mates in $X''$. We have thus routed each node of $Y' \cup Z$ to distinct nodes of $I$ with congestion at most $2$. Let $M'$ be the matching induced on $Y' \cup Z$ by $M$, note that $|M'| = |Y'|$. We may match up the pairs under $M'$ via paths in the grid, with congestion at most $2$. Thus we have routed a total of $|Y'| = \Omega(\alpha^2 |M|)$ pairs with congestion at most $4$.

5. **CONCLUDING REMARKS**

We believe that ideas similar to those in our earlier work on edge problems [8, 9] can be used to improve the congestion bounds presented here for node routing problems. In particular, we should be able to obtain congestion 1 for all-or-nothing node flow and a congestion of 2 for node disjoint paths in planar graphs. Combined with the recent work of [12], our results on planar graphs should extend to graphs that exclude a fixed minor. We leave the details of these improvements to the full version of the paper.
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